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Abstract As the literature on collective memory acknowledges, when individuals recall their past, their

memory is a collaborative product, influenced by society, and modeled by the collective frame of
the day. Collective memory, scholars agree, is substantiated through multiple forms of
communication. To infer on how a certain society remembers its past, scholars, thus, take on the
task of investigating various mediums and different cultural productions. In Japan, it seems,
however, that scholars failed to include manga into the above comprehension. As if manga is not a
medium of communication that abide by the collective memory frame of the day, whenever the
issue of collective memories of World War II in Japan has been addressed-and there were ample
investigations on the issue so far-only few scholars looked at Japanese manga. Responding to the
above tendency, in my paper, I choose to concern myself solely with the fictional representation of
WW II over the manga. I seek to put manga tales of WW II against the social environment from
which I argue they draw their ideas and worldview. I apt to demonstrate that manga narration of
WW II is also a reflection of the different times in which it was produced.
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